Color choice plays an important role in works of graphic art and design. However, it can be difficult to choose a compelling set of colors, or color theme, from scratch. In this work, we present a method for extracting color themes from images using a regression model trained on themes created by people. We collect 1600 themes from Mechanical Turk as well as from artists. We find that themes extracted by Turk participants were similar to ones extracted by artists. In addition, people tended to select diverse colors and focus on colors in salient image regions. We show that our model can match human-extracted themes more closely compared to previous work. Themes extracted by our model were also rated higher as representing the image than previous approaches in a Mechanical Turk study.
In this work, we focus on color themes extracted from images. We consider the color theme of an image to be a small set of colors, usually 3 to 7, that best represent that image. Being able to automatically extract good image-associated themes can facilitate applications such as color picking interfaces [18] and color mood transfer from one image to another [10, 22] . Identifying the key colors in an image can also be useful in matching colors in a document or website around an image [20] .
To our knowledge, this work is the first to evaluate and model color theme extraction based on the themes people pick from images. Previous work on automatically extracting color themes from images include general clustering techniques like k-means [16, 23] and fuzzy c-means [2] that focus on optimizing image recoloring error. We show that people often pick different colors than these algorithms. Other techniques include extracting colors successively from peaks in the image's color histogram [5, 6] . However, such a tiered approach can make it difficult to control the number of colors in the final theme. More recently, O'Donovan et al. [21] introduce a model to predict highly aesthetic themes by training on large online theme datasets. They consider themes in the general context, while we look specifically at themes extracted from images.
This work has two main contributions. First, we a present a method to evaluate theme extraction techniques against human-extracted themes using theme overlap and theme distance. Second, we introduce a regression model trained on a corpus of human-extracted themes and their associated source images. The fitted model can then be used to extract color themes from other images. We show that our model extracts themes that match human-extracted themes more closely than previous approaches. Online study participants also rate the model-extracted themes higher as representing the source image than themes extracted by k-means and an aesthetics-based approach.
takes a number of requested colors k, and attempts to find clusters that minimize recoloring error. It does not take into account spatial arrangement of the colors in the image, and can thus wash out important image regions. Fuzzy c-means clustering is similar to k-means, except with soft instead of hard assignment of pixels to clusters, and so it is less affected by outliers. These approaches evaluate color themes based on a quantitative metric: the recoloring error. However, this may not be the only metric people use to evaluate themes.
Delon et al. [5, 6] found that peaks in the image's color histogram often correspond to spatial regions in natural imagery. Their algorithm extracts color themes by successively finding meaningful peaks in the Hue, Saturation, and Value histograms of the image. The resulting color set often contains many colors, some of them redundant, due to the tiered extraction approach. Morse et al. [19] used a similar tiered histogram approach to extract color themes given user-specified constraints on the maximum number of colors and a minimum distance between colors. However, they provided no user or quantitative evaluation of the themes against other approaches.
Color Harmony and Theme Aesthetics
Many online color theme creators allow users to design themes based on popular harmony templates [13, 17] , predefined relationships of colors on the hue wheel. These relationships are often used as guidelines when creating themes from scratch. O'Donovan et al. [21] investigated the impact of color harmony templates on themes within large-scale online theme datasets. They found little evidence that people naturally gravitated towards harmony templates or that following these templates increased aesthetic ratings.
Our method uses a similar data-driven approach as O'Donovan et al., who predict the aesthetic rating of a color theme using a regression model trained on online theme datasets. Their model considered low-level features such as the values of each color component in the theme in multiple color spaces and differences between adjacent colors. However, O'Donovan et al. focused on color themes and their ratings without context of where the theme originated. This paper looks more specifically at color themes that are paired with images. Instead of modeling themes with high aesthetic ratings, we look at the problem of characterizing themes that best capture an image, which itself may be aesthetically pleasing.
Color Names
Previous research in color names [1, 3, 12] has developed models and corresponding metrics for categorical color perception. Color names, such as red and light blue, are the descriptions people use to communicate a color. Chuang et al. [3] introduced a probabilistic model for these color-name associations, learned from the 330 colors in the World Color Survey [1] . Colors that are more consistently and uniquely named are considered to have higher saliency.
More recently, Heer and Stone [12] built upon this probabilistic model and trained on a much larger XKCD online color name survey. They also defined a distance metric between two colors as the distance between the associated name distributions. Heer and Stone looked at color name features for assessing themes used in data visualization applications. They hypothesized that using colors with unique names would make it easier for people to verbally communicate different elements in the visualization than when using colors with overlapping names. In this work, we look at these color nameability and color name difference features [12] as potential predictors for how people extract themes from images. To gather a dataset of human-extracted color themes, we asked people to extract themes from a set of 40 images. These images consisted of 20 paintings and 20 photographs. We varied the type of image to counter the effects of image style and content on the themes extracted. The paintings were chosen from five artists with different artistic styles (Impressionist, Expressionist, Pointillist, Realist, and Ukiyoe prints). The photographs were Flickr Creative Commons images chosen from the categories Landscape, Architecture, Interior, Closeup, and Portrait.
GATHERING THEMES FROM PEOPLE
We gathered themes from Amazon Mechanical Turk, which has been used successfully in crowdsourcing graphical perception [11] and creative sketching tasks [7] . One potential issue with crowdsourcing color themes is that we cannot easily control for different monitor and lighting conditions, which can introduce more noise in the collected data. However, in practice, people often view and create color themes under different conditions. Thus, by gathering themes from many different people, we can later fit a model that averages over typical viewing conditions rather than one that targets a specific condition.
Pilot studies determined that Turk participants often did not take the time to choose color shades carefully by clicking on the image directly. In addition, giving no limitation on the number of colors chosen resulted in color themes with wide variance in size. Therefore, we constrained the study design by requiring participants to choose exactly 5 colors from candidate color swatches. Color themes of size 5 have been studied previously [21] and are also the most common on online theme sharing sites.
For each image, we generated 40 color swatches by running k-means clustering on the image. The initial seeds for the clustering were stratified randomly sampled within the CIELAB bounding box of the image. The resulting swatch colors were snapped to the nearest pixel color in the image.
We asked participants to extract themes from either 10 paintings or 10 photographs. Participants were shown one image at a time and its associated color swatches. They were asked to pick 5 different colors that would "best represent the image and order them in a way that would capture the image well." The interface allowed for participants to add, remove, and reorder color swatches in their created theme. The order of images was counter-balanced using a balanced Latin square design. In total, we recruited 160 different participants and collected a total of 1600 themes (40 themes per image). Each Turk task was $0.50 ($0.05 per theme) and was limited to participants in the United States. The median time to complete one theme was 24 seconds. All images and color swatches were shown on a black background to match previous color theme rating studies [21] and popular online theme creation tools. At the end of the study, participants were asked to describe their strategy for choosing which colors to include in their themes.
For comparison purposes, we also asked 11 art students to extract themes from a randomly chosen subset of 10 images (5 paintings and 5 photographs). The interface for the art students was the same as for the Mechanical Turk participants, and image order was randomized within the paintings and the photographs. Art student participants were compensated with a $5 gift card after the study. For art students, the median time to complete one theme was 20 seconds. Figure 2 shows all the swatches presented to participants for one image, and each human-extracted theme as a column to the right of the swatches. The themes chosen by k-means and c-means clustering with k set to 5 is shown on the left of the swatches. Qualitatively, people agree with each other on certain key colors, shown by the strong horizontal lines in the figure, with some variability in the exact shade. K-means and c-means clustering often fail to select the common colors chosen by people.
Theme-Gathering Results
To compare the consistency of participants quantitatively, we look at the mean overlap (number of colors in common) between all pairs of collected themes. We first match up the colors in one theme to the other to achieve the minimum total error, the minimum bipartite matching. The overlap is the number of color matchings that fall below a given distance threshold:
where A and B are themes, m(A, B) is the minimum bipartite matching, and t is the distance threshold. Figure 3 plots the average overlap between themes from different sources against the distance threshold. Colors from k-means and c-means are snapped to the nearest candidate swatch color in the graph. For low distance thresholds (e.g. 0), colors from these methods would never overlap with colors chosen from the swatches by people. This snapping gives the algorithms which operate on continuous color space a fair footing when comparing them against choices made by participants.
On average, people agree on nearly 2 out of 5 color swatches per theme. Artists are more consistent with each other than Mechanical Turk participants when choosing particular color shades. However, their themes are about as similar as Turk themes on average. That is, artists agree with Turk participants about as well as Turk participants agree with each other. On the other hand, random, c-means, and k-means themes all agree poorly with human-extracted themes when considering particular color shades.
TRAINING A MODEL OF THEME-EXTRACTION
Given the dataset of images and their associated themes, we train a model for characterizing a human-extracted theme. Our basic approach is to first compute target scores for each theme on how close it is to human-extracted themes, generate many themes with different scores, and then calculate features describing them. Finally we use LASSO regression [9] to fit a linear model to predict the target scores given the theme features. Once fitted, this model can later be used to extract themes from images without human-extracted theme data.
Theme Similarity to Human-Extracted Themes
We define the distance between two themes to be the minimum total error from a bipartite matching of each color in one theme to a color in the other theme. The score for how similar a theme is to human-extracted themes is then the average distance between that theme and all human-extracted themes. This can be expressed as:
where p is the given theme in question, H is the set of humanextracted themes, dist is the total Euclidean error between the two themes in CIELAB color space, and maxDist is some maximum possible distance between two themes. The theme scores are then rescaled between 0 and 1 for each image, so that each image gets equal weight in training. Themes with scores closer to 1 are more perceptually similar to human themes on average than themes with scores closer to 0.
We find that the top 30 (75%) representative Turk-extracted themes out of 40 for each image have a similar consistency as the artist-extracted themes, and they agree more closely with the artist-extracted themes. For the rest of the analyses in the Session: Perception and Awareness CHI 2013: Changing Perspectives, Paris, France paper, we therefore remove the bottom 10 themes from each image (25%) as outliers.
Given this distance metric and the human-extracted themes for an image, we can find an optimal oracle color theme that is closest on average to all the human-extracted themes. This provides us with a way to sanity check our distance metric as well as provide a theoretical upper bound of performance for automatic algorithms. Figure 4 shows the oracle color themes for two example images. The oracle themes were created by hill-climbing over the candidate color swatches shown to participants in the paletteextraction experiment. In this method, we pick a random starting theme of 5 different colors from the candidate swatches. Then for each color in the theme, we find a replacement color from the candidate swatches that would most increase the score. We repeat this process until no further replacements can be made to increase the score. This method will find local, though not necessarily global, optima. Thus, we re-run hill-climbing for several (in this case 10) random restarts and pick the result with the best score.
LASSO Regression
We randomly generate 1000 themes per image with scores evenly distributed among 10 bins between 0 and 1. The 10 images shown in the artist experiment and their associated themes are reserved as a test set. The rest of the themes are used for training.
We use LASSO regression to fit a linear model to the training set. LASSO regression attempts to model the theme score in Equation 2 as a weighted sum of features and an intercept b + i w i · f i . It also does feature selection by penalizing potential models by the L1 norm of their feature weights. This means that LASSO will find a model that both predicts the target scores well and also does not contain too many features. For each theme, we calculate a total of 79 features and use LASSO to find the features most predictive of human-extracted themes. The hyper-parameter λ determines the sparsity of the model and was tuned to minimize 10-fold cross-validation error in the training set (with 3 images and their associated themes in each fold).
In this work, we consider six types of features to describe each theme: saliency, coverage error both for pixels and for segments, color diversity, color impurity, color nameability, and cluster statistics. Within each type of feature, we calculate several variations using different distance metrics and parameters. Several of the features are highlighted below.
Saliency
Most study participants reported that they picked colors which "popped out of the image", "caught their eye", or were "the most salient colors." To detect salient regions in the image, we compute image saliency maps according to the work of Judd et. al. [14] , who learned a model of saliency from eye tracking data on natural photographs. These maps were computed taking into account both low-level features and semantic features such as horizon lines and faces. They assign a saliency value to each pixel in the image.
We assign each image pixel to the nearest candidate color swatch shown to participants. The saliency of a color swatch is the sum of its individual pixel saliencies. The total saliency captured by a theme, sal(C), is then the sum of its color swatch saliencies, relative to the maximum capturable saliency. Formally,
where C is the set of five swatches in the theme, cluster(c) is the set of pixels quantized to swatch c, and max is the total saliency of the top 5 most salient swatches.
In addition to the total saliency, we also look at min, max, and average salient density of the colors in the theme. The salient density of a color, sd(c), is calculated as the saliency of the color swatch divided by the number of pixels assigned to that swatch. Cluster assignments can be made among the candidate color swatches or the theme colors.
Pixel Coverage
One feature people may take into account when choosing theme colors is how well the colors cover the overall image. We consider two metrics: recoloring error and color channel range coverage.
Recoloring error is defined as the total error resulting from recoloring each pixel in the image with the theme colors. We define hard recoloring error as:
where I is the set of pixels in the image, w p is the weight of pixel p, and c is a theme color. Intuitively, this is the error resulting from recoloring each pixel with the closest theme color. K-means clustering minimizes a variant of this feature with uniform pixel weights and squared Euclidean distance as the error function.
We replace the error function with Euclidean distance and squared Euclidean distance in a perceptually-based color space (CIELAB) and color name cosine distance [12] . Distances are normalized according to the maximum color swatch distance. In addition, we either weight each pixel uniformly with w p = 1 size(I) , or we weight each pixel according to their saliency in the image.
We also define soft recoloring error as:
where each pixel can take different recoloring contributions from each theme color. This is the objective function that fuzzy c-means clustering attempts to minimize. Again, we vary the error function with Euclidean distance in CIELAB space and color name cosine distance.
In addition, we consider the lightness (L), red-green (A), and blue-yellow (B) range of the image compared to the range of the theme in CIELAB space. Saturation (S) range coverage in HSV space is also considered. For lightness coverage:
where range(I) is the difference between the maximum and minimum L values in the image swatches, and range(C) is the difference for the theme. Red-green, blue-yellow, and saturation coverage are defined similarly.
Segment Coverage
People interpret images as arrangements of objects and components instead of on a pixel-level scale. Thus, we also include features that consider segments instead of just pixels. We segment the images using the method of Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher [8] .
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The first feature is segment recoloring error, which is a weighted sum of the average recoloring error within each segment. Hard segment recoloring error is defined as:
Similarly, soft segment recoloring error is:
with pixel weights w i = 1 size(s) . S is the set of segments. The segment weights w s can be either uniform or based on the relative saliency or salient density of the segment in the image.
Secondly, we also consider the uniqueness of the segment color among the theme colors, uniq(C). The idea is that colors in a theme may be evenly distributed among segments, so that no one segment would be sourced from most of the theme colors. To model this, we calculate the mean negative entropy of segments being colored by a particular theme color.
where p(c|s) is the probability of a segment s being colored by c from the theme.
For each segment in the image, we calculate the distances from its mean color to the colors in the given theme. The probability of a segment taking on a given color from the theme is then its relative distance to that color compared to all other colors in the theme.
Color Diversity
We calculate several metrics for color diversity. These include the mean distance between one color and its closest color in the theme and the min, max, and mean distance between two colors in the theme.
Similarly, we use either CIELAB or color names as the distance metric. We normalize the distances by either the max or mean distance between the candidate color swatches shown to the user.
Color Impurity
The impurity of a theme color is computed as the mean distance between the theme color and its n% closest pixels in the image. O'Donovan et al. used this metric when applying their aesthetics model to extracting color themes from images [21] . Following their work, we chose n to be 5%.
We normalize distances by either the max or the mean distance between the candidate color swatches.
Color Nameability
In data visualization, one desirable trait for a theme may be how easy it is to refer to a color in the legend [12] . Similarly, for general images, people may extract the most characteristic color shades for a particular color category.
We compute the nameability of colors used in the themes and normalize by either the max or mean nameability in the candidate color swatches. Color nameability used here is the same as the color saliency metric used by Heer and Stone [12] , but rescaled to the nameability range of the candidate color swatches. It describes how consistently and uniquely a given color is named.
Cluster Statistics
After quantizing image pixels to theme colors, we compute variance statistics to describe the resulting clusters. We look at the average within-cluster variance of image pixels around each theme color. The between variance is just the variance of the theme colors around the mean theme color.
RESULTS

Predictive Features of Human-Extracted Color Themes
Relative weights in the fitted model can indicate which sets of features predict human-extracted color themes well. Features with large weights create one set of good predictors. Features with small or zero weights tend to be uninformative or are redundant with these features. In our model, 40 of the 79 features were given non-zero weights. These weights are listed in the Appendix. For this analysis, we standardize the weights to better compare them across features.
Weighted soft recoloring error and color diversity features consistently have the largest weights in our model. Themes that contain the right color for salient regions in the image and have a variety of colors tend to be closer to humanextracted themes. Other weighted features included saturation range coverage, color impurity, and segment color uniqueness. Good themes tended to cover the range of saturations in the image well. In addition, themes that contained good color clusters in the image and did not focus too many colors on one image region were also boosted. Color nameability had small negative weights, possibly because highly nameable colors may be less used in photographs and paintings and also less aesthetically pleasing.
A remaining question pertains to the stability of these weights as the number of training images varies. Although the exact weights of the metrics shift as the number of training images grows, the top feature types in the model tends to stay the same. For example, the soft recoloring error per segment and color diversity remain the highest-weighted features as we increase the number of training images from 10 to 30 for constant lambda. In addition, the change in weights decreases as the number of training images grows to 30. Thus, we believe 30 images is a reasonable training set size, though more images could help stabilize the weights further.
One important note is that while LASSO regression selects a set of features that fits the training data well, there may be other feature sets with similar predictive power. Further investigation is needed to explore the tradeoffs between models with different feature sets and performance.
Matching Human-Extracted Themes
On our test set of images, the mean absolute error (MAE) from running the fitted linear model was 0.10 compared to Session: Perception and Awareness CHI 2013: Changing Perspectives, Paris, France the 0.22 of a fixed baseline for the target scores. We use the fitted model to extract color themes from the test set of 10 images by hill-climbing over the candidate color swatches. This is identical to our approach when finding the oracle themes, except we use the model to predict the scores instead of the actual human-extracted themes. Figure 5 plots themes created using our model, k-means, cmeans, and random selection against artist-created themes on the test set of 10 images. We also plot the Turk oracle themes against the artist-created themes to see the theoretical maximum agreement. For the graph, we again snap the colors in the themes to the closest swatch color shown to the human participants. The oracle themes from Turk were very close to the artistcreated themes, and agreed on particular color shades about as well as artists do among themselves. This indicates that if we are able to perfectly model our optimization function, we can extract good color themes.
Our model-extracted themes agreed more closely with artistextracted themes than do themes from other algorithms. In addition, the average distance of the human-extracted themes to the model-extracted themes is smaller than for the other algorithms, shown in Table 1 . Reported distances are given for the original colors, not ones snapped to the color swatches.
For evaluation with previous work, we gathered humanextracted color themes for the 40 images used by O'Donovan et al. [21] . Figure 6 shows the similarity of themes extracted from different algorithms to human-extracted themes from Mechanical Turk. The aesthetics-enhanced model (ODAesthetic) [21] performed slightly better than the original without the aesthetics term (OD-Original), which indicates that aesthetics may play a role in the colors people choose. In this second test set, our model again matched humanextracted themes from Turk more closely than the other algorithms, shown in Table 2 . To answer this question, we conducted a study on Mechanical Turk asking 40 participants to rate color themes for 20 random images from the O'Donovan test set. The task was limited to participants in the United States. Figure 7 shows the study interface. Participants were shown one image at a time and 4 associated color themes: a representative human-extracted theme (nearest to other human-extracted themes), our model-extracted theme, a k-means theme, and an aesthetics-based theme from O'Donovan et. al. [21] . They were asked to rate the color themes on "how well they represent the color theme of the image" on a Likert scale from 1 (Not well at all) to 5 (Very well). Theme order was randomized, and image order was counter-balanced using a Latin Square design. The order of colors in the model-extracted and k-means themes was determined by their CIELAB distance to red. Each participant was paid $1. Figure 8 shows the distribution of ratings for each method according to how well their themes represented the color theme of the image. Overall, human-extracted themes were rated highest (Mean: 3.97), then our model-extracted themes (Mean: 3.54), k-means themes (Mean: 3.14), and the aesthetics-enhanced themes (Mean: 2.94). This indicates a correlation between how closely a theme matches humanextracted themes and how well it is rated as representing the image.
We ran a repeated measures ANOVA on the ratings with the method as a fixed effect and participant and image as random effects. There was a significant effect of the methods on the ratings (p < 0.001). We then ran follow-up paired t-tests using Bonferroni correction for each pair of methods. Each image and participant combination was treated as a repeated observation of the method. The differences between the mean ratings for each method were all significant at p < 0.001. It should be noted that the experiment tested how well a theme captures the color theme of the image, and not how generally aesthetically pleasing the theme is. The results show that themes which best represent an image and themes that are optimized for general aesthetics may be different. Figure 9 shows examples of the 4 different themes shown to participants for 5 images. Our model tends to extract vivid and bold colors, which are often ones chosen by people, as it has learned that themes with large distances between colors are usually more fitting. However, the last image in the figure shows a case where our model extracts a very bold theme that includes bright green and red, which may not be desirable. Although people often chose these colors individually, they rarely included them together in a theme. This may be a byproduct of the training set of 30 images, where the color distribution tended to be larger than the color distribution in this test set of images.
DISCUSSION
Themes from our model closely match human-extracted themes compared to other algorithms, though there is still room for improvement. More images and human-extracted themes can help smooth out biases in the model. Improvements in object recognition, segmentation, and image saliency maps are also likely to help our model. For example, face detection used in the image saliency model [14] works well in photographs, but usually fails on stylized images. Moreover, additional knowledge about semantics and object hierarchy in the image may help prioritize colors for very colorful images. A more in depth notion of aesthetics or harmony may also be predictive of the color shades people pick. More complex models, such as specially-designed graphical models, may better capture situation-dependent choices made by people.
However, our framework is flexible and can accommodate larger sets of images and additional features as necessary.
There are many people interested in art who are creating color themes from images online each day, and these themes could provide data from which to learn. A similar framework could perhaps be used to learn good color themes for more focused application scenarios, such as web design, interior design, and data visualization.
There are many potential applications for color themes paired with their associated images. It could provide a method for image search for images with similar color themes. Images also provide context for how a color theme can be used, and the two together can assist colorization of patterns or web elements to match a given image. Drawing and painting programs can also personalize color swatches based on the color themes of a user's collection of favorite images.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we present a framework for evaluating automatic color theme extraction algorithms against themes people extract. We show that people choose colors that are different from the widely-used k-means and c-means clustering algorithms.
In addition, this work presents a first step in learning how to extract good color themes based on human-extracted theme data. We show that a linear model fitted on a training set of 30 images and their associated human-extracted themes outperforms many of the previous approaches. High-scoring themes tended to have diverse colors, focused on getting accurate colors for salient image regions, picked colors that are wellconcentrated in the image, and spread colors evenly across image regions.
Future work includes looking at how people choose colors for more focused image classes, such as web design, visualization, or particular art styles. We could learn what features of color themes are most characteristic for each scenario, how they differ, and if there are any trends in color combinations.
Color themes are also only one component of how people interpret works of art and design. A similar data-driven approach could be used to learn important features for other graphical aspects, such as texture or shading. Increasing our understanding in these areas could perhaps enable better tools for assisting users in art and design tasks. 
